Abstract. Since G.E.P. Box introduced central composite designs in early fifties of 20th century, the classic design of experiments (DoE) 
INTRODUCTION
The research investigation in a materials science always leads to the datasets. The large (or even huge) datasets should be analyzed to obtain summary results expressed in qualitative or quantitative forms. Such conclusions should be semi-proved by a statistical analysis.
Methods of approximation and prediction rapidly evolved in recent years. New approaches came from the artificial intelligence area: non-parametric, data-driven, stochastic. Apart from this, the classic approach of the response surface methodology (RSM) is still very useful and popular. The significance analytical improvements have appeared in the background of RSM in recent decades: statistics based on widespread strict requirements of the normal distribution have been replaced by so-called robust statistics based on the weak requirement of the continuous distribution or even on the statistics based on numerical simulation like e.g. bootstrap approach.
The recognized phenomenon may be studied in two possible ways:
• a priori selected treatments are imposed to the phenomenon (through a set of controlled factors) to observe changes in phenomenon behavior -such kind of study is especially specific to engineering research and usually coordinated by the design of experiments (DoE) methodology, • the phenomenon (one or more objects) is observed passively and its properties are collected to dataset to study regressions between them however potential cause-and-effect relationship may be unknown -such kind of study is especially specific for research on live organisms, which individual properties may vary widely.
The models typically used in the first kind of research approaches are fixed-effects or response surface [1] . The second approaches usually used random-effects or response surface [1] . Additionally, Runkler [2] distinguished three aspects of models: (a) parametric, which structure is a priori known and invariant through identification process, (b) nonparametric, which structure is a priori unknown and it is constructed during identification process (other name: data-driven), (c) semiparametric [3] , which is sequential combination of parametric and nonparametric models. The identification of a model is only the first step of analysis. The second one is a statistical estimation of uncertainty to determine the sensitivity of the model and statistical significance of its terms. However this definition is intuitively clear, it requires some quantitative measure and its evaluation. Typical procedure requires some important assumptions about mutual independence of observations, a normality of residuals and so on. If these conditions are met then algorithm leads simultaneously to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) [1] and tests of significance [1] -both result in the same conclusions.
The typical test of significance checks if the tested parameter may be treated as zero. The null hypothesis H 0 states that the parameter is zero against the alternative hypothesis H 1 that the parameter is not zero. If previously mentioned assumptions are met and the least squares method was used to identification then the ratio of the parameter divided by its standard deviation is tested against t-Student distribution [1] . But the problem arises if the assumptions are not met or the reliability of tests is very weak due to small size of a sample.
The proposed solution is the replacement of the classic test of parameters significance with the equivalent bootstrap-based checking of zero existence inside the parameter confidence intervals. This solution is more practical for datasets with the unknown distribution because it does not require to meet the mentioned assumptions.
Authors have been tried [4] previously to combine a bootstrap approach with an artificial neural network approximator to analyze materials science data processed by image analysis however they have with many numerical artifacts. Such approach was more successfully for processing non-parametric statistical analysis for surface layer [5] and analysis of human vertebraes scannings [6] .
The bootstrap approach appears to be a promising solution for some aspects of fuzzy statistics which is developed mainly by Buckley [7, 8] . The general workflow for such implementations has been proposed by Grzegorzewski [9] . Some preliminary investigations in the field of a design of experiments (DoE) have been made by Pietraszek [10, 11] .
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Two main methods were used: the response surface model (RSM) [12] and the bootstrap method [13] . The RSM model is used to construct prediction model to fit observed strength of vertebrae with the crushing force. The bootstrap method is used to evaluate confidence intervals for effects. Finally, the existence of zero inside the intervals is inspected. If any of intervals contains zero, the null hypothesis of is rejected.
RSM model
The RSM model consist of three terms [14] :
where: R c -observed strength of a vertebrae b const -constant term, b BV/TV -coefficient of relative density of a trabecular bone, b branches -coefficient of a average number of branches in trabecular bone, b junctions -coefficient of a average number of junctions on the branches in trabecular bone. All coefficients were evaluated using the ordinary least squares (OLS) [1] .
Bootstrap
The bootstrap approach [13] to RSM model (Eq.1) is described by the following workflow. The original dataset D is a source for iteratively made drawing with replacement which results in the bootstrapped dataset D Boot . Then, the parameters i b ɵ of the model are identified from the dataset D Boot using the least squares criterion L
and obtained parameters are collected until large number of iterations will be reached. Finally, the quantiles are evaluated (typically 2.5% and 97.5%) for datasets of parameters as a range of confidence intervals and at last zero existence inside confidence intervals is checked.
MATERIALS AND DATASET
The data (Table 1) were obtained during investigation on the development and the optimization of diagnosis methods for the estimation risk of fractures in osteoporosis based on a three-dimensional images of trabecular bones obtained in vivo [14] . 
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ANALYSIS
The model was identified from the equation (1) and the dataset ( Table 1 ). The obtained parameters and their statistics evaluated classically are presented in Table 2 . The ANOVA protocol leads to the classic ANOVA table which decomposes the total variation into part assigned to grouping factor and the remain assigned to all other factors grouped under name 'error' which should be treated rather as 'unexplained' than only 'random error'. For the mentioned data, the ANOVA Now, the approach was switched to the bootstrap. The number of draw iterations was set to 10.000 to easy selection of quantiles from the bootstrapped dataset. After the full bootstrap procedure, the descriptive statistics were evaluated for model parameters ( Table 4) .
Term
The bounds of the confidence intervals were easy identified due to the selected number of bootstrap iterations. They were values found at positions 250 and 9750 in the sorted bootstrapped results. Similarly, the bootstrapped p-Value was evaluated as relative position of sign switching inside the sorted bootstrapped results. The analysis of confidence intervals bounds revealed that an asymmetric exists between left and right side relative to means ( Table 5 ). The coefficients were evaluated as studentized i.e. a quotient of a deviation and standard error, where deviation was difference between confidence interval bound and respective mean: 
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CONCLUSIONS
• Bootstrap approach appears to be effective computational method to identify parameters of RSM effects model and their statistical properties.
• Bootstrap approach does not require to make a priori inconvenient assumptions.
• Bootstrap approach is very convenient to automatize in computational workflow and further statistical postprocessing.
